Safety Sweep was developed to reduce the incidence of slips and falls in restaurant and kitchen facilities. Nearly 40% of
worker compensation claims are attributed to falls. Beyond negligence...accidental slips on greasy floors reigns as
the #1 reason . To date, most facilities have made adjustments to correct the incidence by 1) mandating special
shoes 2) using mats 3) changing floor tiles 4) applying degreasers that leave less residual and 5) on-going employee
awareness training. Some companies will occasionally chemically etch their floor tiles.
While all of the above have certainly made an impact to reduce incidences; the fact remains that properly removing oils
from floors still requires:
1)
A clean mop bucket with the appropriate amount of degreasing solution & water
2)
A durable and clean mop head
3)
Frequent changing of the mop solution
4)
Proper floor mopping technique
5)
And rinsing
ALL OF THE ABOVE TAKES LOTS OF TIME!
Time is why so many short cuts are made or even worse why floors are left greasy with little effort to remedy. For example:
The line cooks are extremely busy fulfilling orders. Servers are at a fast pace and the dishwasher is panicking and literally
running from dining areas to the back of the house. The floors have become dangerously greasy and everyone knows it.
Can we honestly expect any of these personnel to stop...put up cones- and go through steps 1-5 at that moment?
Company liability is now at a peak...if only someone could come up with a "quick fix".
Safety Sweep was developed to meet this need and provide such a "quick fix". Consider the following scenario: The cook
picks up a Safety Sweep container and sprinkles down 8 to 12 ounces along the fry line. He or she grabs a broom and
moves it over the floor to the end of the line. In less than a few minutes the floor has increased traction and is much less
slippery than if it had been mopped! Problem solved.
NOW YOU DON’T RUIN YOUR MOP AND SPREAD SHORTENING ALL OVER THE LOBBY.
The application of Safety Sweep is simple; 1.) apply 2.) broom in 3) pickup. All employees can be trained to use it and
take pride in protecting themselves and their associates.
·
The designed secondary use for Safety Sweep is to absorb obvious shortening spills and pickup "down under" fryers,
stoves, ovens, counters, and grout lines. Many facilities work long and hard to clean these "down under" areas due to
severe grease build-up and difficulty involved with mopping. Safety Sweep will simplify this task reducing labor.
Safety Sweep is a new risk management tool that will reduce liability for slips and falls, remove unwanted grease and
oil from floors, offer labor savings, reduce odor and enhance pest control programs.
Safety Sweep's design employs water repelling technology which enables Safety Sweep to move from dry to wet areas
picking up grease only and leaving water behind. This prevents the product from wetting out and leaving behind a
chalky mess.
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